DECIBULLZ CUSTOM MOLDED
PROFESSIONAL FILTERS

PRECISION + PROTECTION

DECIBULLZ CUSTOM MOLDED PROFESSIONAL FILTERS
Decibullz top rated DIY Thermo-fit Molded Earpieces combined with professional acoustic
filter technology. The NEW Decibullz Custom Molded Professional Filters provide a tuned and
flat attenuation. This reduces all frequencies by approximately the same level so everything
sounds like it is supposed to sound without damaging the users hearing. Decibullz
Professional filters are perfect for musicians, recording professionals, and concertgoers as
they provide full acoustic quality at safe listening levels. This flat attenuation permits
conversations to be heard without having to remove the filter. Users can fully enjoy the entire
music dynamic without experiencing muting, muffling, or loss of higher frequencies. The
Filters have an SNR value of 17dB offering mid/high attenuation, suitable for music up to
102dB. The filters also allow air to enter the ear decreasing ear canal irritation.
Shaping the Decibullz Thermo-fit Earpieces is fast and easy. Simply heat the earpieces in
water and shape them to your ears. If the desired fit is not achieved the first time the
earpieces can be re-heated and re-shaped. Traditional noise isolating earplugs and cheap
generic acoustic filters may offer some protection however incoming sound will be muted,
muffled, and distorted. Because Decibullz are molded to the exact shape of the user's ears
the filters can be worn all day with no discomfort.

HOW IT WORKS
Decibullz Professional Filters use a
physical passive membrane that is
made of a breathable material, this
leads to optimal linear attenuation of
the filter.The advanced membrane is
tuned to maintain natural sound
clarity for users.

THE STORY
Founder Kyle Kirkpatrick was an
extreme athlete and Olympic level
gymnastics coach who was fed-up
with earphones and earplugs falling
out and becoming uncomfortable.
Decibullz now has a full line of
earphones and hearing protection
products.

O THER INFO RM ATIO N
PROFESSIONAL ACOUSTIC PERFORMANCE: Provides state of the art hearing
protection while maintaining clarity of sound with full music dynamic.
ACCURATE PASSIVE REDUCTION: Patented physical filters and membrane don’t use
electronics while providing superior protection, and sound clarity.
COMFORTABLE AND SECURE TRUE CUSTOM EARPIECES: Decibullz Custom
Molded Earpieces are easily and quickly shaped by the user to the exact shape of
their ears creating filters that are secure and comfortable. Decibullz earpieces are remoldable.
UPGRADE & EXPAND: Decibullz Custom Molded Professional Filters are part of the
Decibullz EZ Shape System making them compatible with other Decibullz products
like bluetooth earphones and earplugs.
DURABLE AND LONG LASTING: Reusable and washable earpieces, canal tips, and
filters for long lasting hearing protection.

IN THE BO X
• 2 Set of Decibullz Themo-fit Custom Molded Earpieces
• 2 Acoustic Filters
• S, M, L Foam Tips
• S, M, L Triple Flange Silicon Tips
• Premium Carrying Case
• Instructions
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